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We remember it well. Sitting with Pastor Swea Mya during the early morning in
a small village on the border. We were sitting on a log in front of his house.
A small fire was burning and we took turns poking at it with bamboo sticks.

Swea Mya shared with us two of his dreams. One was to keep building churches in the
villages that had none. The other was to build a malaria clinic that his wife Sarah - a nurse could run. If they just had $1,000, they would be able to build the clinic.
Where could we get that much money? We prayed and wrote letters. Within weeks,
Oddny's mum had raised more than the amount needed through a raffle sale in our
community. What a happy day it was to give the money to Swea Mya and Sarah! Soon
after they received the funds, the clinic was up and running. Malaria patients were treated
daily. Lives were saved. Children stopped dying.
There are many more stories like this one in the Partners history book. Stories
of needs that seemed so overwhelming. Stories of gifts coming from where we least
expected. Stories of prayers answered again and again. Most of all, stories of people
whose lives were saved, improved and given a new start.
Our history book is also full of heroes. Heroes like Swea Mya and Sarah. Heroes like
Rose who gave her life saving children. Heroes like Eh Muu Lah, Doh Say, Mary Luu and
so many more who have been a part of Partners work.
Then there are the thousands of men, women, and children around the world
who have faithfully supported our work for 20 years. People who have given £20 a
month for 20 years. Imagine all we have been able to do with that money! We think
of the children who have sold lemonade and biscuits or donated their birthday money
so that they could give to Partners. We think of the men and women who have given
sacrificially and generously time and time again. Where would we be without all of you?
Most of all, we think of God who has not only put up with us but who has given us the
strength, wisdom, and grace to continue. He is ultimately our provider, and He has
never let us down. Ever.
As we write this, we are humbled. We never thought we would end up helping so
many and reaching so far. We never, in our wildest dreams, thought that we would - or
even could - help hundreds of thousands of people. We took one step at a time and
responded when we encountered a need. Our commitment is to continue to do just that.
Thank you so much for being a part of our amazing journey.
Your friends,
STEVE & ODDNY GUMAER
Founders, Partners Relief & Development
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1994
Steve & Oddny
met Rose Mu for
the 1st time.

1995
Our First Relief Mission ~
helping at Mo Po Ko
camp after it burnt down.

1998
Hser Gay Paw, Birte, and Sverre
started our weaving project.

1999
We had 14 local and
international staff members

1999
Partners first website
was up and running.

2000
Our Christmas project
started. Providing presents for
hundreds of refugee children.

2002

We helped 7,200
men, women & children.
~Partners Norway starts.

2000
Our very first fundraising and
advocacy office opened in the US.

2001
Naw Moo Ka Paw was found in
a pig pen and brought to the
safety of Rose's orphanage.
~Partners Canada started.

2003
2005
1st trip to Shan State
~Partners Australia registered.

The Mae Sot field
office opened.

2006
Partners helped found the Karen
State Education Assistance
Group. Now 140,000+ children are
educated each year.

Continued on page 9...
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I don’t know if it is my imagination, but if I close my eyes I can
clearly hear Rose Mu’s laugh and see her face. It is strange since she
died more than ten years ago and I only saw her whenever we went
to see the children in the refugee camp.

At times I wonder if I make up the stories and the images about her. Some of
the details are hard to confirm and my memory has played tricks on me before.
I have talked about her so many times that the stories have become a part of me.
Do I share what really happened, or do I share what I think I remember?
We met Rose 22 years ago. We were young, naive, inexperienced and no
experts in documenting facts. Did we care to get the details of the first girl we
helped? (She was a toddler found in the jungle, and we gave $30 to help her for a
year). No. We were just two idealistic young people who were excited to be able
to help and who thought the world would be just as excited as we were about
our efforts. Now Rose is gone. Her daughter doesn’t remember that first child.
The camp we went to has been leveled to the ground and the other children and
staff from the orphanage are now scattered. How many times I wish I had had the
foresight to take a picture of that little girl! How many times I wish I had taken the
time to write down all the details about her. But I didn’t. All I can do is trust my
memory of what happened and what was said.
There were other children we met and helped; The little girl who was found
sleeping with the pigs, the three siblings who lost both their parents and were
later seen wandering the village begging for food and the little boy who sat on
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HER
BEAUTIFUL

L egacy
N
by Oddny Gumaer

the porch watching his parents get shot. Over the years, as the war continued, we
lost track of many of them. I wish we hadn’t.
But there is something that I know for certain. Rose set an example for
us that changed our lives. She loved children and gave them a new chance at
life. She didn’t sit around and wait for the world to get better. She made the
world better. She didn’t say that things couldn’t be done. She proved that the
impossible could happen.
LET THE LITTLE CHILDREN COME TO ME, AND DO
NOT HINDER THEM, FOR THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN
BELONGS TO SUCH AS THESE –Matthew 19:14

She saw Jesus in each child. She saw in each dirty, sick, lonely, afraid,
hurt and hungry little child a person that was created by God, whose value was
eternal, whose life mattered. She was willing to give her life for those children
and, ultimately, she did.
I may have gotten some of the details wrong over the years, but these facts
about Rose I didn’t get wrong. The legacy of her life guides Partners even today.
The values she promoted are what we believe as well.
Meeting Rose Mu in Sho Khlo Refugee Camp was the catalyst that inspired Steve &
Oddny to start Partners. Her example of God’s love continues to inspire us today.
— You can read more about Rose in Oddny’s book - Picking Flowers on Dusty Roads.
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Burma
OR

Myanmar?
by Oddny Gumaer

The country we've been working in for 20 years may
appear to be struggling with its name. Anybody who is even the
tiniest bit observant will have noticed that the country is referred
to by two names, Burma and Myanmar. You will also have noticed
that Partners has always referred to it as Burma.

While I am not a linguistic scholar myself, I am going to attempt to explain the
differences in the two names and why some say Myanmar, and others, Burma.
If you were a Burman person, speaking the Burmese language (note that
when I say Burman person, I don’t refer to all the people living in Burma, but to
the majority ethnic group that is called Burman) you would be calling your country
Myanmar. That is the name of the nation when using the Burmese language.
However, if you speak any of the other ethnic languages in the country (and there
are hundreds of them), chances are you would be calling your nation Burma, or
something like it, depending on your pronunciation.
Strangely, the two names, Myanmar and Burma, both come from the same
root word. It appears that the people who entered the country in the ninth century
referred to themselves as Mranma. Over time, the r in Mranma disappeared and
was exchanged with a y. Then, as time passed further, the first syllable shortened,
and the M became a B, and suddenly one had the word Bamah, or Burma.
So, it is right to say that both names originated from the name of the people
who founded the Pagan Kingdom in 849 AD. Those are the people who we today
call the Burman people, and who are the largest ethnic group in the country (note:
there are 135 officially recognised ethnic groups within Burma).
When the British colonised the country they called it Burma. It was later (after
independence from the British) called the Union of Burma. Then, after the military
coup in 1962, it was changed again to the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma.
However, in 1989 the military regime commissioned a committee to review all the
names and places in Burma, making sure to remove any names that were influenced
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by the British. Unfortunately, the commission included only four linguistic scholars
and the majority of the group was made up of military officials and civil servants with
no linguistic skills.
After their work was done, it was decided that the proper English name for
the nation was not Burma, but Myanmar. The reason for the change was 1. It is the
official name of the country in the Burmese language. 2. The name Myanmar is
more inclusive of the different ethnic groups in the country. 3. The government was
suspicious of the colloquial Burmese language, which they perceived as subversive.
Opponents of the change said that the name Myanmar was really just a
more literary version of the name Burma. Besides, the new name was actually
disrespectful of the other ethnic groups, not more inclusive. Why? The ethnic
minorities don’t speak Burmese, and they have been using the name Burma in their
languages for many generations. To them, the name change was purely a Burman
name, reflecting a policy of domination by the ethnic Burman majority and the
military regime. They also questioned the legitimacy of the name change made by
an unelected military regime.
After the democratic reforms in the country in 2011 and 2012, more and
more people from outside the country began using the name Myanmar. In a way
it was seen as approving of the new government’s efforts to make changes. There
are still some countries that don’t agree with the name change and still call the
country Burma. There are also a few news magazines and media outlets which still
use the name Burma. Many NGOs have still not made the change either.
This has been an issue we at Partners have grappled with over the last year.
Should we or should we not make the change? Part of us resents it. Will it make us
look like we are siding with the government? Will it make it look like we have given
up the fight for freedom for the people of Burma? Will it make people respect us
less? Will we compromise what is right and true?
We have asked all these questions while realising that we are fighting a losing
battle. It is very unlikely that the official name of Myanmar will ever be Burma again.
It is also likely that, as time marches on, more and more people will be referring to
the country as Myanmar, not Burma.
We have decided that what we do is too important to get hung up on a
name. If, by changing the way we refer to the country we have learned to love
from Burma to Myanmar means we will be more effective in our work, then we are
willing to do so. And, like Mark Farmaner from Burma Campaign UK has said, “But
really, it is not so important. Who cares what people call the country. It is human
rights abuses that matter.”
So during 2015, we will make the change. For a while you will see us writing
Myanmar (Burma). And then, little, by little, we will be just writing Myanmar.
We hope you will understand and respect this decision. If you have any
questions or comments, please do write and let us know. Just please remember
that our work hasn’t changed. Our commitment to the people is and will continue
to be the same whether we say they live in a country called Burma or Myanmar.
SOURCES http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/7013943.stm + http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Names_of_Burma
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( HELP CELEBRATE OUR 20TH
BIRTHDAY, BY D ONATING YOURS )
And help change a child’s life!

NATE
O
D

BIRTHDAY
THIS

Y E AR

2O15
birthday.partnersworld.org

Pledge your big day.

Organise a party.

Spread the word.

It starts by creating a
fundraising page and asking
your friends to mark your
birthday by giving to projects
that provide children in
conflict areas with the best
start to life.

Planning a party as well?
Download the birthday invite
and other resources from our
website to let your guests
know about your big day and
tell them about the cause.

Go to birthday.
partnersworld.org to tell
your friends how to give
the gift of helping children
affected by conflict reach
their full potential.
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2007

~Partners UK started

2008
1st medical training in
Chin State.

2008
The Mae Jo Development
Training Center opened.
~ Partners New Zealand started.

2010
The Village Health Worker
program started, bringing vital
care to remote Karen villages.
Now some clinic caseloads
are reduced by 50%.

2011
Shan Sustainable Schools pilot
program began. After 4 years,
there are 29 projects under way.

2014
We grew significantly,
and had 47 staff members.

May 2008
Cyclone Nargis devastated the
Irrawaddy Delta and 138,366
people die. We helped with food,
shelter and medicine.

2009
Shan State Medical training
began. Since then 247
community health workers
& 114 medics have graduated.

June 2011
Communal violence broke out in
Rakhine State. More than 140,000
Rohingya remain displaced and
living in horrific poverty.

2013
Naw Moo Ka Paw was
finally reunited with her
family after 12 years apart.

2015
20 years later, we now
have the capacity to help more
than a QUARTER OF A MILLION
people each year. Thank you for
helping to make a difference.
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listic
o
H e in
v
o
L ac t i o n
by Claire & Doug Gibbons

holistic

adjective \ho -'lis - tik\

1. characterised by the belief that the parts of something are intimately
interconnected and explicable only by reference to the whole.
Many things have changed over the past 20 years. Partners work has evolved
and grown. Many more things have stayed the same. At the heart of who we are
remains our absolute commitment. Through partnership with local communities
and our supporters around the world we care for children affected by conflict,
oppression and exploitation. Together we have helped hundreds of thousands of
children and their families to meet their physical, emotional and spiritual needs.
One of the clearest examples of this is our work in Kachin State where Partners
works closely with two Kachin-run community based organisations to provide a
holistic response to the needs of displaced communities. There are many different
organisations working in this area. Most specialise in doing one thing and then
repeating it in a different area. Partners has always worked to be led by local
communities, listening to what each community wants and seeking partnerships
with local groups. This is key to being able to identify what is needed by the people
we are trying to help. When fighting started in Kachin State in 2012 we were able to
respond quickly and provide aid before most organisations became involved.
When some larger, well-funded organisations started doing more in the
areas we were helping, we talked again to our partners about what they needed
and initiated trainings for Kachin leaders to be able to respond to the pyschosocial and trauma related problems that were occurring.
This initial need then morphed into setting up a Community Support
Network. Built on the foundation of Mark 12:31 "Love your neighbour", this system
now has 180 volunteers who coordinate care and assistance to the most vulnerable
including the sick, single mothers, and children. 10,000 displaced Kachin are
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supported by these volunteers in five displaced people camps throughout Kachin
State. Together, the Kachin volunteers are loving their neighbours through this
system that simply organises and structures the community to better take care
of one another. This foundation of relationship has continued to flourish and has
flowed through to other areas like supporting sustainable agriculture programmes
in camps, support for a boarding school and provision of access for Partners to
remote outposts where few others are helping.
All of this work came through our relationships with key people and key local
organisations. It has led to projects which are community-based, community-run
and holistic. Not only are we providing for immediate needs but also for the long
term physical, emotional and spiritual health of Kachin communities.

Khon Mai is 32 years old. Last year her husband was away fighting with the
Kachin resistance while she was pregnant with twins . She was also caring for
her three other children. At the small clinic in the camp where she lives, the staff
weren’t equipped to cope with the birth of twins. They told her that unless she
was able to organise transport to a hospital a few hours away then they didn’t
think they would be able to safely deliver the twins. The cost of transport for
the trip was about £20 but Khon Mai had no income and no way of getting that
money. She was distraught at the thought of losing her babies. Soon after, one
of the community support coordinators met with her and told other volunteers
of her situation. Together they organised to collect money from the community.
The people in the camp are also very poor but they gave what little they
had and amazingly managed to scrape together enough to pay for Khon Mai’s
transport to the hospital. Through their generosity, Khon Mai was able to go to
the hospital and have the twins without any complications. Khon Mai shared
of how grateful she was for the support of the community support workers
without whom she may have lost her precious twins. She said that, while it was
not a large amount of money, it meant the world to her.
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L O
NG
SIGHTED

by Sarah Armitage

n
Be i g

In November 2010, the first Myanmar/Burma election in 20 years took place. We have
seen the civilian but military backed Union Solidarity & Development Party (USDP) come
to power and Myanmar’s President Thien Sein has been busy cleaning house ever since.
Since coming to power he has taken more steps toward reform than any
president/ruler since Ne Win’s military coup d’état in 1962. By allowing Aung San
Suu Kyi and the National League for Democracy to return to the political stage, by
ending restrictions on freedom of press, by releasing prominent political prisoners
and conducting cease–fire talks with ethnic resistance groups, Thien Sein has been
polishing silver, plumping cushions and blowing away some of the cobwebs left by the
former military regime. On the surface, things are looking good. But now, with another
election coming up at the end of this year, we need to keep in mind the question,
‘What has been swept under the carpet?’
Thein Sein was not new to the rule of Myanmar/Burma. He became a General
of the SPDC (State Peace & Development Council) in 2003 and promoted to
Prime Minister in 2007. We mustn’t forget that the elections which saw Thein Sein
come to power were called a ‘sham’ by the international community after severe
restrictions were put on other parties and candidates. And there were widespread
allegations of intimidation and bribery. We mustn’t forget that the new parliament
and constitution were designed specifically to legalise the transition from a military
to civilian dictatorship. We mustn’t forget that the current, and likely future, leaders
of Myanmar/Burma are still the same men who, until recently, led a brutal, military
government that had been repeatedly condemned by many around the world.
If Thein Sein is serious about reform, he must recognise and admit that the
crimes against humanity undertaken by the military regime of which he was a part,
headed by General Than Shwe, were wrong and that all involved must be brought
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to justice for their actions. And he must ensure that any ongoing human rights abuses
against ethnic groups are halted.
We know that the government has pushed for and undertaken new talks with
ethnic groups and has formed a peace committee to help resolve the conflicts – but
while there are reports of cease–fire agreements, the process is fragile and there is a
long way to go. The Myanmar/Burma Army is continuing to launch offensives against
ethnic armed groups in Shan, Karen and most notably Kachin State. The conflict within
Rakhine State increases daily, with thousands of Rohingya refugees left without their
basic needs being met.
The reality is that there is little evidence of the reforms touching any of the many
desperate and oppressed people in the ethnic regions of Myanmar/Burma.
This year, on the 19th January, two female Kachin teachers were brutally raped and
killed, allegedly by Myanmar/Burma Army soldiers. Marah Lu Ra (20) and Tangbau
Hkawn Nan Tsin (21) were in their village in Northern Shan State when the attack
took place. There has been an international call to the government to investigate,
but according to local sources the police have not yet taken any action. Since 2011,
when the 17-year Kachin ceasefire was broken, over 70 cases of rape and sexual
violence by Myanmar/Burma Army soldiers have been documented.

So how serious is Thein Sein about true reform and democracy as he heads
towards a possible second term? Only time will tell. In the meantime, Partners will
continue to do what it does best, helping the most vulnerable and in need.
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Some of

THE PILLARS
O F PA R T N E R S

In order for us to do all the great work we do for children affected by conflict and
oppression, we need to raise a lot of both awareness and funds. This is done mainly
through our offices based in the UK, US, Canada, Norway, Australia and New Zealand.
Without the help and support of a number of amazing volunteers, we would struggle
to keep going. So we want to introduce you so a few wonderful UK supporters who are
worth more than their weight in gold!

Jan

Terry & Davina

UK OFFICE VOLUNTEER

ADVOCATES & CHANGEMAKERS

Jan is a retired midwife who met
Sarah our UK Director through
church and decided she wanted to
give some of her time to help out
in the UK Partners office. She now
spends two days a week helping to
book speaking engagements and
undertake general administration
tasks. She is also responsible for
overseeing our weaving sales and
has arranged our very first stand
at a local craft fayre in just a few
weeks time. Jan is very much looking
forward to her first field trip with
Partners in 2016.

Terry and Davina joined us as
Advocates in 2014, after a two
week visit to our projects on the
Thai-Burma border with our UK
Director Sarah. Having visited Burma
(Myanmar) previously independently,
they knew they wanted to become
more involved in helping the people
they have fallen in love with. They
recently started a Partners support
group in their home town in Stoke
and have undertaken fundraising
activities such as a coffee morning
and a sponsored pink hair dye (They
went pink!).

If you would be interested in investing some of your time to help Partners UK raise
awareness of the situation in Burma (Myanmar) or raise funds for our projects on the ground
then please do get in touch with us. We are especially looking for people who could help
out with admin or accounting tasks. To find out more information drop us an email at info@
partnersword.org.uk or call 01709 578784 (office hours) or 07939171145.
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We are looking to strengthen our UK Board of
Trustees by adding new members with a passion for
international development and with suitable skills
or specialties. Ideally you will have some experience
in UK charity governance, fundraising, finance
or law. Previous Charity/Non-Profit experience,
although not essential, would be welcome.

Join Us as a

Trustee

APPLY TODAY! Send your CV and a short
covering letter to

sarah@partnersworld.org

Become a Partners Advocate.
Be a voice for children affected
by conflict & oppression.

PARTNERS

We are a small non-profit, so Partners Advocates have
an important role in helping spread awareness and
generating opportunities for advocacy and fundraising
beyond the reach of our current resources.

SIGN UP TODAY!

advocate.partnersworld.org

IT ALL BEGINS WITH A SMALL MONTHLY GIFT.
Become a ChangeMaker today by committing
to give MONTHLY to support our work
SIGN UP TODAY!

www.partnersworld.org.uk
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